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Abstract-we develop a posteriori error estimates for two finite element discretizations of a 
model, due to Peterson [l], describing the flow of an electrically conducting, viscous incompressible 
fluid. The model involves five equations for the fluid velocity LI, the pressure p and the electric 
potential 4. Estimates are derived for both the usual finite element method as wel1 as a two leve1 
Newton finite element discretization. 
Keywords-Magnetohydrodynamics, Finite element method, Adaptivity, Two leve1 method, A 
posteriori error estimate. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this report, we give a posterioti error estimates for two finite element methods for approxi- 
mating a model (due to Peterson [l]) of magnetohydrodynamic flow at smal1 magnetic Reynolds 
number. To present the model, consider the equations describing steady incompressible flow of 
an electrically conducting fluid in the presence of a magnetic field [l-41 
N-l(u o V)u = -Vp -t (j x B) + Me2Au c f, in R, (l.la) 
Vou=O, VoB=O, Voj=O, in R, (l.lb) 
V x B = R,j, j=-V4+uxB, in 0, (l.lc) 
u=O and qS=O, on Xl. (l.ld) 
Here u is the fluid velocity, p is the pressure, j is the electric current density, B is the magnetic 
field, M is the Hartmann number, N is the interaction parameter, R, is the magnetic Reynolds 
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number, f is the body force and 4 is the electric potential. As (1.1) involves 12 nonlinear equations 
in R3 (one of which is redundant), it is quite common to consider a simplified subsystem of (1.1). 
As R, -+ 0, the coupling between j and V x B in (1.1~) disappears and the reduced system can 
be solved with B considered to be a known quantity. This reduces to the model of Peterson [l] 
after elimination of j and taking the divergente of the equation j = -04 + (u x B). Therefore, 
we consider the problem: given functions B E (H1(s1))3 and f E (H-1(fl))3, find u, 4 and p 
satisfying 
-M-2A~ + N-‘( uoV)u+Vp-(BxVc$)-((uxB)xB)=f, 
vou=o, 
-Aq5+Vo(uxB)=O, 
u = 0 and 4 = 0, 
This model is both mathematically and physically correct [ll. It is also of 
in fi, 
in 52, 
in R, (1.2) 
on 80. 
practica1 significante 
since in many applications the magnetic field B is determined primarily by, for example, current 
flow to and from the fluid container. Such applications include electromagnetic pumps for the 
cooling liquid in a fusion reactor [5,6] and aluminum reduction cells [7]. 
The approximate solution of (1.2) generally involves: constructing an initial finite element 
mesh IIh(s2), constructing the velocity, electric potential and pressure finite element spaces 
(Xh, Yh, Qh), assembling the nonlinear algebraic system of equations for the approximate ve- 
locity, electric potential and pressure ( uh, #h, ph), solving the resulting large nonlinear system for 
(uh, @,ph), evaluating local error indicators for (uh, @,ph), refining the mesh IIh(s2) based upon 
equidistribution of those indicators, then repeating the above steps until satisfied. There are of 
course very significant mathematica1 and practica1 challenges in each step. This report is con- 
cerned with two of the above solution of the nonlinear systems for (uh, #h,ph) and construction 
of the local error indicators for (uh, @,ph). 
Reliable error estimators are derived herein for a two leve1 discretization method for the MHD 
model (1.2). The basic idea of two leve1 discretization methods is to Capture the “large eddies” or 
“10~ modes” or “global solution envelope” by computing an initial approximation on a very coarse 
mesh (involving the solution of a much smaller number of nonlinear equations). The fine struc- 
tures are captured by solving one linear system (linearized about the coarse mesh approximation) 
on a fine mesh. These types of methods were pioneered by Xu [8] for semilinear elliptic problems 
and are related to the so-called projective Newton% method [9-111. The two leve1 discretization 
methods have been extended to and analyzed for the Navier-Stokes equations in [12,13]. An 
a priori convergente analysis has even been given recently for the MHD model (1.2), [14]. 
The obvious computational attractions of this approach as wel1 as its theoretical support [14] 
suggests that a posteriori error estimation, leading to adaptive mesh generation, be explored for 
the two leve1 algorithm. Since the two leve1 methodology is a distinct discretization procedure, 
this requires that a posteriori error estimates be developed as a basis for local error indicators: 
the main result of this report (Theorem 3.1). 
Section 2 reviews the usual finite element method for (1.2), studied by Peterson [l], in Algo- 
rithm 2.1 and presents the two leve1 Newton finite element discretization in Algorithm 2.2. Some 
notation necessary to develop the a posteriori error analysis in Section 3 is collected at the end 
of Section 2 also. Section 3 presents in Theorem 3.1 the main result of this report: a posteriori 
error estimate for the two leve1 Newton finite element procedure. Theorem 3.1 is then proven 
and a few concluding remarks given. 
2. THE TWO LEVEL NEWTON, 
FINITE ELEMENT ALGORITHM 
To present the algorithms compactly and clearly it is helpful to follow the notation of Peter- 
son [ll. For u, v, w fluid velocity fields and 4, x, $ potentials U, Y, G wil1 denote the mappings 
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R -+ IR4 given by 
ü = (UT, 4)T, Y = (VT, X)T, yir = (WT, ?+!J)T. 
Define W = (fi1(0))4, and Lg(a);= {p E L2(sZ) : Js2pdx = 0). Let (] . Ile denote the Sobolev 
norm of order C 2 0 of functions in W 01: L;(0). Due to Poincaré’s inequality we may define for 
e = 1 the l-norm of functions ü E W to be 
]]ü]]: := 
s 
R $ ,Vui12dx + / lW12 dx, for al1 ü E W 
2-1 cl 
Define the following multilinear forms for ü, V, G E W and p E L;(0): 
ao(ü, Y) := Ac2 
J 
VU : Vvdx + 
cl J R (V4 - (u x B)) 0 (Vx - (v x B)) dx, 
Ul(Yir, ü,G) := (AJ)-l 
J 
(woV)uovdx, and 
n 
b(ü,p) := - J pV o udx. n 
The now standard variational formulation for the problem (1.2) (see [I]) is as follows: find 
(ü,p) E (W, Lg(a)) satisfying 
ac(ü,Y) +ar(ü,ü,Y) +b(fj,p) = (f,v), for al1 V E W, 
b(ü,q) = 0, for al1 q E Li(R). 
(2.1) 
To pose the usual finite element method for approximating (1.2), let h > 0 denote a meshwidth 
parameter. Let Xh C (%(0))3, Yh C k’(n), Qh c Li(R) be (finite dimensional) conforming 
finite element spaces, and let Wh = (XH, Yh). We shall assume that (Wh, Qh) satisfies the 
inf-sup or L.B.B. condition (see, for example [15,16]), given by 
(When (2.2) fails other variational formulations must be used to ensure stability of the discrete 
pressure; see, e.g., [17] for an early example.) 
Wh and Qh are also assumed to satisfy the usual approximation assumption, typical of piece- 
wise polynomials of degree I k, namely 
inf 
VhEXh 
\]u - vh]lj 5 Chm+l+]]~]]m+rr form=O,... ,k and j = O,l, (2.3) 
,h’$ IlP - Qhll, I C~mllPllm~ form=O,...,k, (2.4) 
inf 
dJhE.9 
I(# - lCth(lj I Chm+l+]]$]]mr for m = 0,. . . ,k, and j =O,l. (2.5) 
The usual finite element approximation to (1.2) is now given as follows. 
ALGORITHM 2.1. Find (ü*,p*) E (Wh,Qh) satisfying 
ac(ti*,Y) +al(U*,ü*,Y) + b(Y,p*) = (f,v), for al1 Y E W, 
b(ü*, q) = 0, for al1 q E Qh. (2.6) 
The usual finite element method (2.6) requires the solution of a very large nonlinear system. 
A two leve1 finite element method for (1.2) was introduced in [14]. This method requires the 
solution of one much smaller nonlinear system (associated with a very coarse mesh) and one 
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linear system associated with the fine mesh underlying Wh and Q”. The two leve1 method 
produces an approximate solution with the same asymptotic accuracy as (U*,p*) with much 
reduced computational complexity [14]. 
To present the two leve1 algorithm, let (WH, QH) denote a finite element space based upon a 
coarse mesh width “H,” and (Wh, Qh) the fine mesh finite element space. Typically, h << H, for 
example, h = 0(H2+1/2k ), [14]. The spaces Wh, Qh are assumed to satisfy the same conditions 
as Wh,Qh, specifically, (2.2)-(2.5) with “h” replaced by “H.” 
ALGORITHM 2.2. Two LEVEL NEWTON-FINITE ELEMENT METHOD. Compute (üh,ph) E 
(Wh, Qh) as follows. 
Step 1: Solve the following nonlinear system for (üH,pH) E (WH,QH): 
a(üH,V) +a1 (üH;üH,V) + b(V,pH) = (f,v), for al1 Y E WH, 
b (íP, Q) = 0, for al1 q E QH. 
Step 2: Solve the following linear system for (üh,ph) E (Wh, Qh): 
ao (üh,iq +a1 (üh;üH,Y) +a1 (üH;üh,G) Sb(Y,ph) 
= (f, v) + ar (üH; íP, v) > for al1 Y E Wh, 
b (üh, q) = 0, for al1 q E Qh. 
We note that if the nonlinear system in Step 1 of Algorithm 2.2 is stil1 too large, Algorithm 2.2 
can then be reapplied (recursively) to the nonlinear problem in (WH, QH). (This yields a three 
leve1 method.) The following bssic a prior? convergente results for Algorithms 2.1 and 2.2 are 
proven in [1,14]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose (ü,p) is a nonsingular solution to (1.2) and h is sufficiently small. Then, 
there is a C = C(ü,p) such that 
lb - uilig + 114 - +*111 + IIP -Heilo I C(ü,p) h”. 
For Algorithm 2.2 suppose additionally that H is smal1 enough. Then (uh, $h,ph) exists. Let 
h = 0(H2+li2”). Then 
I]u-uhllI + II+$hl(, + (IP-P~]/, 5 C&p)h”. I 
Mathematica1 Structures for Error Estimation: Notation and Spaces 
The norm ]] . I( denotes the usual L2(fl) norm. For e an element (simplex) in the edge to edge 
triangulation of R, IIh(fl), ]] + llj,e denotes the Sobolev Hj(e) norm. Similarly, if f is a face (edge 
in 2-d) of e E IIh(s2), I( . 110~ denotes the L2(f) norm. 
Let the elements e and e’ share the face f and let the function w E Hl(e) n Hl(e’). Then [w]f 
wil1 denote the jump in w across f, namely the differente between the traces of w on f from e 
and e’. Denote by X, Y, Q the function spaces (&1(fi))3, (%(fi)) and Lg(R). 
Let lP(fl), (p = H, h), denote finite element triangulations of R into face to face tetrahedra or 
boxes. The minimum angle in lIp((52), omin, is assumed to be bounded away from zero uniformly 
in h, H. The spaces XP, Y@, Qp are associated velocity, potential and pressure conforming finite 
element spaces, XP c X, and Yp c Y, Qp c Q, (p = h, H). 
The finite element spaces XP, Yp, Qp(p = h, H), are assumed to satisfy the following interpo- 
lation-like estimates. (Estimates of these types have been proven for conforming finite element 
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spaces by Clément [18] for interpolants of local averages of functions.) We assume that there are 
operators Rf : X --+ Xh, Rr : Y -+ Yh and Rh : Q + Qh such that, with vh = Rfv, 4h = Rr# 
and qh = Rhq and al1 elements e and faces f, for 2u = v, 4 or q, 
I1w - Whlloe I C4~elI~IIl,w(e)~ IJW - Whll p(f) I C4~f211.Wlll,w(f)? 
where w(e), w(f) d enotes the union of the elements touching the element e, or the face f, respec- 
tively, and h, = diameter(e), hf = diameter(f). S ince IIh(0) satisfies an angle condition: 
(.,,, llwll?,u~e~) 1’2 5 CC~min)llWlll,~r and (,Cn, llwllf,,,,i) 1’2 5 CC~~i~Ill4I~,~~ 
(2.7) 
3. A Posteriori ERROR ANALYSIS 
FOR THE MHD PROBLEM 
The main result of this report is the computable error estimator given in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (uh, $h,ph) be given by Algorithm 2.2, and suppose that (u, 4,~) is a non- 
singular solution of (1.2) with associated constant y given by (3.8) below and H is sufficiently 
small. Then there are constants Cl, 
IIU - uhlll + 114 - 4hlll 
C2, Cs such that 
+ Ilp -p% 
+ c C;hf 
fCBe 
11 [M-2Vuh 0725 - phfiflf jli,f+ll [Wh O $1, 
1 
112 
+c; I(Uh -UHI~~,.llU1-UHII1,R , 
where rh, ph are the local strong residuals on each element 
rh := f - (-Mm2Auh + jVeluh o Vuh - Vph - B x V+h - (uh x B) x B) : 
ph := -6@ + V o (uh x B). 
Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we note that Theorem 3.1 also contains a 
posteriori error bound for the usual finite element method of Algorithm 2.1. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let (u*, 4*, p*) be given by Algorithm 2.1, suppose (u, 4, p) is a nonsingular 
solution to (1.2) and h is sufficiently small. Then, with C 1,~ and y the same as in Theorem 3.1 
and 
r* := f - (-K2Au* + N-’ u*oVu*-Vp*-BxV4*-(u*xB)xB), 
p* := -Aq5* + V o (u* x B) > 
the following bound holds: 
Ilu - u*lll + IP - 4*111 + IIP - P’llo 
L; 27 
[ 
C Ct (hz (llr*ll0,, + IIP*ll~,J + IIV O u*Iltd 
eElP(R) 
+ c C;hf ( II[M-2V Uh 0 tif - P’fif]fll& + II[v@* 0 %llG,f )l 1/2 ’ fC& 
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PROOF. Note that if we take H*(O) = Hh(n) (i.e., al1 the “coarse” mesh spaces the same as 
the fine mesh spaces) then uH = uh = u*, 4H = @ = $J* and pH = ph = p*. The corollary then 
follows from Theorem 3.1 with this identification. I 
To prove Theorem 3.1 we shall first present an abstract formulation of (1.2) and the usual 
Galerkin approximation. With this reformulation, we record in Proposition 3.1 a result of 
Verfiirth [lg] which reduces a posteriori error estimation to bounding the dual norm of the 
residual. 
Let Y denote a Banach space and F : Y + Y’ a continuous nonlinear mapping. Consider the 
problems: given g E Y’ find the solution y of 
P(Y),4 = kJ,Z)> for al1 z E Y. (3.1) 
Let Yh c Y denote a finite dimensional space and consider the usual Galerkin approximation 
to (3.1), namely, find y* E Yh satisfying 
(qY*), Zh) = (9, Zh> for al1 zh E Yh. (3.2) 
We shall suppose that (3.1) bas a solution y that is nonsingular, namely DF(y) is invertible and 
Y := IIDF(Y)-‘ll,(,~,,) < Oo* (3.3) 
An abstract two leve1 discretization can now be formulated as follows: let YH, Yh c Y and 
calculate yh E Yh as follows. 
ALGORITHM 3.1. 
Step 1: Find yH E YH satisfying 
(F (YH> > ZH> = (93 zH> > for al1 zH E YH. (3.4) 
Step 2: Find yh E Yh satisfying 
(F (yH> + DF (yH) (yh - yH) > zh) = (g, zh) , for al1 zh E Yh. (3.5) 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose yH -+ y in Y as H + 0, and y is a nonsingular solution of F(y) = g. 
Then, for H smaJJ enough, Step 2 of Algorithm 3.1 can be performed and 
IIYh - Ylly 5 2 IIDF(Yrll,(,y) 119 - F (Yh> IlU~ * (3.6) 
PROOF. Since yH -f Y in Y as H -t 0 and DF(y)-1 exists, it follows that DF(yH)-l exists 
for H smal1 enough. Thus Step 2 of Algorithm 3.1 can be performed and IIDF(yH)-‘llc(y,,y) -+ 
P’(YF-~II ( ) L y,,y as H -t 0. Therefore, Proposition 7.1 of Verfiirth [lg; Proposition 7.1, p. 411 
can be applied for H smal1 enough, from which (3.6) directly follows. I 
Proposition 3.1 shows that a posteriori error estimator generically requires the development of 
the weak residual term ]]g - F(yh) ]]yf into computable quantities (the point of view advocated 
by Verfürth in [lg]). 
To apply this proposition to the MHD model at hand, let Y denote the space Y := (W, Li(O)) 
so that y E Y means y takes the form y = (u,$,p) = (fi,p) E (W,Lg(fi)). Define F : Y + Y’ 
by: forallz=(Y,q)EY 
(F(y), z) := ao (U, Y) + al (ti; íi, V) + b (V,p) - b (íí, q) . (3.7) 
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The estimates of [1,14] imply that F : Y + Y’ is C’. The assumption that (u, &p) is a 
nonsingular solution of (1.2) means that IJF(y) is invertible and there is a constant y > 0 such 
that 
y := DF (y)-1 
Il I/ 
< cm. 
L(Y’,Y) 
(3.8) 
With this identification of F(.), Y and Y’, consider the weak residual term 
(3.9) 
x uo (üh, Y) + al (üh; üh, ‘) + b (“,ph) - b (ti, q) - (f, v) . 
To obtain from (3.9) a computable upper bound it is first necessary to develop and exploit the 
upprotimate Galerkin orthogonality property which (Uh, ph) satisfies. To this end, recall that Uh 
satisfies, for any (G,qh) E Yh: 
uo (üh, vh) + al (üH, üh, Th) + al (üh, üH, Ch) + b (qh, íih) 
- b (p! Vh) = (f, vh) + al (üH, üH, +) . (3.10) 
Using the vector identity, for any Y E X 
al (üH, üh, v) + al (üh, üH,V) - al (ü”, üH, v) = al (üh, üh,v) - al (üh - üH, üh - üH, v) )  
the equation (3.10) can be rewritten as 
ao (üh,Gh) +ul (üh,üh,Ch) + b(qh,üh) - b(ph,Ch) = (f,vh) +ul (üh - üH,üh - üH,í+), 
for al1 (qh,qh) E Y h. Therefore, the following approximate Galerkin orthogonality relation for 
eh=ü-ühholdsforall(?h,qh)EYh 
ao (Gh, Gh) + al (ü, ü, Ch) - al (üh, üh, v”) + (qh, V 0 eh) 
-(p-p~,voVh)=u&lklyl~-LlH,Vh). (3.11) 
Using the last equation in the R.H.S. of the expansion of Ijf - F(yh)llyf gives 
Ilf - F bh> IIY' = R (+, 4) <;;:y wil: + llcm”2 ’ 
where (using (3.11)) 
R(Y, q) = uo (ti - üh,q) + al (ü, ü,Y) - al (ííf üh, ‘) + b (q, ü - üh) - b (p - ph, Y) 
= uo (eh, Y - @) + al (ií, ü, V - í+) - al (üh, üh, Y - $) 
+b(q-qh,eh)-b(p-ph,Y-Vh)+ul(üh-üH,üh-üH,~h), 
for any (@, qh) E Y h. Using the weak form of the equation for (ü,p) gives, for al1 (@,qh) E Yh, 
R(Y,q) = (f,V -+) - 
[ 
a. (ü+ Ah) +ul (ííh@,+ -ch) 
+b(q-qh,üh) -b(ph,Y-Vh) -tul (üh -í_íH,üh -üH,Vh). 1 
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Consider the terms ae(üh, Y - Gh) and b(ph, Y - Gh) in the last equation. Applying the divergente 
theorem triangle by triangle gives 
ao (ííh,+ - +) = c 
eErIh(n) 
[M-2 / Vuh : V (v - vh) ds 
e 
+ J (V@ - (uh x B)) . (0(x - xh) - (v - vh) x B) dx e 1 ZZ -M-2Auh. (v - vh)dx + c J fcae f M-2 [Vuh o tif] f (v - vh) da 
+ .,& l -V o (Wh - uh x B) (x - xh) 
+(V~h-~hxB)(Bx(v-vh)) dx 
+ c J wh - 
fcae f 
uh xB)oA&(x-xh) do. 
Also (noting that since (v - vh) E C’(n), [ph(v - vh) o 7tf]f = [ph]f(v - vh) o fif) 
b(ph,C-Ch) = s, phv o (v - vh> dx = C J phv 0 (v - vh> dx 
eEIIh(Cl) e 
= C J-vph+-v”) dx+ c J [phlf (v-vh)Rfdu, 
ea-P(n) e fee f 
where [w]p denotes the jump in w across the face f, meaning the differente between the inner 
and outer traces of w on f. 
Putting these last two expressions into the expansion for R(Y, q) gives, after rearrangement of 
terms, for (Y, q) E Y and al1 (@, qh) E Yh 
R(+,q)= c J(v-vyp-(- M-2A~h + N-‘uh o Vuh - Vph - B x V@ 
eEIIh(0) ’ 
- (uh x B) x B)] + (q - qh) V ~u~+(x-x~)(-A$~+VO(U~XB)) ds 
+ fc_ M-2 Puh o fif - phfif] f (v - vh) + [V$h o @] f (x - xh) du. 
In the last term above, the jump term involving [(uh x B) o Rf]f is zero because uh and B are 
continuous. 
Recall that rh and ph denote the strong, local residuals given by 
rh := f - (-M-~A u h + N-‘uh o Vuh + Vph - B x V$h - (uh x B) x B) > 
ph := -A$h + V o (uh x B) . 
Take vh = Rhv, xh = &x in (3. ) 12 to be the Clément interpolant [18] of v and x and take 
qh = 0. Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to each integral gives 
IR(v,q)I I C 
eEllh(dZ) 
[ ]]rh]]e,e CrheIIvIIr,wce, + IIqIto,e I/Vo~~l/o,~ + IIPhllo,e ~l~elIxlll,.(.>] 
+ c I/ [M-2V~h 0 fif - Phfif] f Ilo f ~2hf211vlll,w(f) + 11 [wh 0 Af1 IIO,f * ~2~;‘211XllLw(f, 
fCBe , 
+ c3 IIUh - UH (l:/;ll Uh - uq;; Ilvh-h 
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;p;he eitimate of [l3, Lemma 2.1, p. 91 and IIvhlli 5 CIIVIII were used to bound the (b(uh - 
,u -u , vh) 1 term. Therefore, 
which completes the proof. 
REMARK 1. Mesh adaptation. Given the local calculable error indicators, an updated mesh 
@‘(R) is generated by an approximate equidistribution of the error indicators. An updated ap- 
proximation (üh’ , ph’) can then be calculated, by, for example, repeating Step 2 in Algorithm 2.2 
with üh replacing üH and üh’ replacing Uh, or just üh’ replacing üh (keeping the same linear 
system). 
REMARK 2. Estimating y = IIDF(ü)-lIlt(y,,Y). Calculating reliable estimators for the error 
in (ah, ph) (reliable meaning ones based on, at least asymptotically, guaranteed upper bounds) 
requires the estimation of (IDF(ti)-lIIL(Y,,~). 
Since this is a common multiplier on the R.H.S. of the estimator in Theorems 3.1, it is not 
required for mesh redistribution only for the reliable upper error estimate. This term occurs in 
essentially every a posteriori error estimator for the Navier-Stokes equations. If the data and 
problem parameters are sufficiently smal1 that the global uniqueness theorem of Peterson [l] 
holds, then this multiplier can be bounded analytically. If needed, it can be estimated in the 
nonuniqueness case, for example, by IIDF(üH)-l l113(YHt ,yH) which involves the solution of a 
(small) coarse mesh eigenvalue problem. 
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